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heavy ion transfer reactions:

advantages: test of correlation properties in transfer processes via simultaneous comparison of  
±n and ±p, and ±nn/±pp/±np pairs; transfer of “many” pairs
heavy ion drawbacks: limited A,Z, energy resolutions (two-nucleon transfer → redistribution of 
the strength around single particle states)

theoretical treatment: the structure information is entangled with the reaction mechanism 
(complex structure of the two interacting ions, QE and DIC processes, many open channels).
 

The pairing interaction induces particle-particle correlations that are essential in defining 
the properties of finite quantum many body systems in their ground and neighboring states. 
These  structure properties may influence in a significant way the evolution of the collision 
of two nuclei. 



  

Magnetic spectrometer PRISMA  Magnetic spectrometer PRISMA  Magnetic spectrometer PRISMA  Magnetic spectrometer PRISMA  

PRISMA:
 80 msr Bmax = 1.2 
Tm
A/A ~ 1/200 
/Z ~ 1/60 for Z=20

E acceptance ±20%

magnets: quadrupole + dipole 
detectors: 
start detector: MCP - micro-channel plate
focal plane detectors:  MWPPAC - multiwire parallel plate 

avalanche counter, IC - ionization chamber 
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IC energy loss, total energy: ΔE, E   
 

A, q, Z, E, v
mass, charge, atomic 
state, energy, 
velocity

event-by-event event-by-event 
trajectory trajectory 
reconstruction reconstruction 
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20o 116Sn 60Ni

96Zr+40Ca, 116Sn+60Ni, 92Mo+54Fe, 206Pb+116Sn
direct (angular distribution)  + inverse (excitation 
function) kinematic, 
PRISMA and PRISMA+CLARA/AGATA/LaBr  
(7 experiments)
 
96Zr+40Ca: 
S. Szilner et al., Phys. Rev. C 76 (2007) 024604; 
L. Corradi et al., Phys. Rev. C 84 (2011) 034603
116Sn+60Ni: 
D. Montanari et al.,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 113 (2014) 052501; 
D. Montanari et al., Phys.  Rev. C 93 (2016) 054623
92Mo+54Fe: 
T. Mijatovic et al. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 1643 (2020) 012097
 206Pb+116Sn: 
J. Diklic, PhD thesis

Nucleon-nucleon correlations studied with PRISMANucleon-nucleon correlations studied with PRISMANucleon-nucleon correlations studied with PRISMANucleon-nucleon correlations studied with PRISMA

116Sn+60Ni, Ebeam = 500 MeV – 410 MeV

(D ~ 12.3 to 15.0 fm)

 “inverse”    “direct”
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A smooth transition between  QE and DIC  A smooth transition between  QE and DIC  

E < Eb

E > Eb

E ~ Eb

116Sn(60Ni,62Ni)
Qgs = +1.3 MeV

500 MeV

460 
MeV

430 MeV

Below the barrier Q-values gets very narrow and 
without DIC components: 
1) E > Eb large number of open channels, DIC 
components / evaporation effects
2) E < Eb narrow Q-value distributions (concentrated 
at “one state”)  

Below the barrier Q-values gets very narrow and 
without DIC components: 
1) E > Eb large number of open channels, DIC 
components / evaporation effects
2) E < Eb narrow Q-value distributions (concentrated 
at “one state”)  

Measurements from above to below Coulomb Measurements from above to below Coulomb 
barrier barrier 



116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  Ni: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  

Transfer strength very close to the g.s. to g.s. 
transitions

D. Montanari et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett.  113 (2014) 052501

Coulomb 
barrier



116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni, Ni, 9696Zr+Zr+4040Ca, Ca, 9292Mo+Mo+5454Fe : fragment – gamma measurements Fe : fragment – gamma measurements 

The direct population of states was compared with 
reaction codes (DWBA, coupled channels, tabulated 
deformations, spectroscopic factors): a direct check 
on the one-particle form factors, and of the potential 
(2n): dominant population of the ground states (the 
transitions to the excited states contribute to the 
total strength with <24% 

60Ni+116Sn: angular distribution measurement in 
“direct” kinematic
E

beam
 = 245 MeV at 700 (D ~ 14.5 fm)

D. Montanari et. al., Phys. Rev. C  93 (2016) 054623



116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni, Ni, 9696Zr+Zr+4040Ca, Ca, 9292Mo+Mo+5454Fe : fragment – gamma measurements Fe : fragment – gamma measurements 

The direct population of states was compared with 
reaction codes (DWBA, coupled channels, tabulated 
deformations, spectroscopic factors)) : a direct check 
on the one-particle form factors, and of the potential 
2n: dominant population of the ground states, the 
transitions to the excited states contribute to the 
total strength with <24%

60Ni+116Sn: angular distribution measurement in 
“direct” kinematic
E

beam
 = 245 MeV at 700  D ~ 14.5 fm

D. Montanari et. al., Phys. Rev. C  93 (2016) 054623



116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni: tNi: two particle transfer wo particle transfer 
(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2ndnd order Born app.)  order Born app.)     

116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni: tNi: two particle transfer wo particle transfer 
(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2ndnd order Born app.)  order Born app.)     

3 terms :  simultaneous, orthogonal and 
successive

only the successive term contributes to the 
transfer amplitude (simultaneous component 
is canceled out by the nonorthogonality 
correction) ) 

Only 0+ to  0+ transitions are included (BCS)). 



6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  
6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  

The experimental transfer probabilities are well 
reproduced, in absolute values and in slope by 
microscopic calculations which incorporate 
nucleon-nucleon correlations (essential for the 
population pattern of the single particle levels 
around the Fermi energy): 
-  a consistent description of (1n) and (2n) channels 
by incorporating, in the reaction mechanism, all 
known structure information of entrance and exit 
channel nuclei
- the transfer probability for  (2n) is reproduced by
considering solely the ground-to-ground state 
transition (the Q-value matched system)
- the formalism for (2n) incorporates the 
contribution from both the simultaneous 
(dominant) and successive terms 



comparison with the DWBA,  the 
CWKB wave functions of relative 
motion, the microscopically 
calculated optical potential. The 
inclusive cross section:  summing up 
all the contributions coming from the 
single particle transitions. 
Form-factors: the prior 
representation, SM single particle 
wave functions, by weighting each 
transition with experimental 
spectroscopic factor

comparison with the DWBA,  the 
CWKB wave functions of relative 
motion, the microscopically 
calculated optical potential. The 
inclusive cross section:  summing up 
all the contributions coming from the 
single particle transitions. 
Form-factors: the prior 
representation, SM single particle 
wave functions, by weighting each 
transition with experimental 
spectroscopic factor

The experimental transfer probabilities for the (1n) and (2n) channels (by detecting 61Ni 
and 62Ni) and for the (1p) and (2p) channels (by detecting 59Co and 58Fe) 

6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: two particle transfer   Sn: two particle transfer   
6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: two particle transfer   Sn: two particle transfer   

L. Corradi, S. Szilner et. al., sent to 
PLB 



neutron transfer channels 
Q0(1n) = -1.7 MeV, Q0(2p) = +1.3 MeV
population of the ground states  

neutron transfer channels 
Q0(1n) = -1.7 MeV, Q0(2p) = +1.3 MeV
population of the ground states  

TKEL distributionsTKEL distributionsTKEL distributionsTKEL distributions
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-pairing vibrational states, 0+ :
Z=50, 1.7 MeV
Z=28, 2.3 or 3.3 MeV (possible candidates)
-TKEL (few MeV wide) are compatibile with the 
population of such excited 0+ states (dominant 
component of the proton configuration?) 

-pairing vibrational states, 0+ :
Z=50, 1.7 MeV
Z=28, 2.3 or 3.3 MeV (possible candidates)
-TKEL (few MeV wide) are compatibile with the 
population of such excited 0+ states (dominant 
component of the proton configuration?) 

proton transfer channels  
Q0(1p) = -5.1 MeV, Q0(2p) = -6.1 MeV

proton transfer channels  
Q0(1p) = -5.1 MeV, Q0(2p) = -6.1 MeV



at large distances of closest 
approach the Cooper pairs 

become quasiparticles. 
Note however the role pairing 

fluctuations can play in the 
nucleus, eventually blurring the 

phase transition BCS and normal 
phase

for distances of closest approach 
compatible with the correlation 

length ξ the two nucleons behave 
like quasibosons  

≈ 13.5 fm

(with ∆ = 1.4 MeV)

R.Broglia et al, Nucl.Phys.News 31 (2021) 4
G. Potel et al., PRC 103 (2021) L021601

D.Montanari et al., PRL 113 (2014) 052501 

6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: neutron pair transferSn: neutron pair transfer
6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: neutron pair transferSn: neutron pair transfer

The transition from the superconductor-
superconductor (Cooper pairs, 
quasibosons) to the superconductor-
quasiparticle regimes



Potel et al predict the emission of EM waves in the region of 
MeV gamma rays. The physical origin is in the dipole 
oscillations generated by the oscillating motion of the Cooper 
pairs between the interacting binary partners   



dielectric layer

R.Broglia et al, 
Nucl. Phys. 

News 31 
(2021) 4 

applied voltage  

surface-surface distance of nuclei at the distance 
of closest approach  

reaction Q-value divided by the effective charge of 
the tunneling Cooper pair  

from macro-scale to femto-scale from macro-scale to femto-scale from macro-scale to femto-scale from macro-scale to femto-scale 

With PRISMA+AGATA we have a unique opportunity to perform a direct test of a AC 
Josephson effect at femto-scale level  



96Zr+40Ca 
(“closed shell”)

96Zr+40Ca 
(“closed shell”)

116Sn+60Ni 
(“superfluid”)

116Sn+60Ni 
(“superfluid”)

206Pb+118Sn 
(“heavy”)

206Pb+118Sn 
(“heavy”)

132Sn+40Ca,64Ni,208Pb
(“neutron rich”)

132Sn+40Ca,64Ni,208Pb
(“neutron rich”)

L. Corradi et al.,
PRC 84 (2011) 034603

D. Montanari et al.,
PRL 113 (2014) 052501
PRC 93 (2016) 054623

J. Diklic, PhD thesis

Nucleon transfers : experiments vs. calculations Nucleon transfers : experiments vs. calculations Nucleon transfers : experiments vs. calculations Nucleon transfers : experiments vs. calculations 

Informations about correlations are extracted when 
experimental absolute cross sections are compared with a 
microscopic theory which beside correlations includes also 
the coupling between relative motion (reaction) and 
intrinsic motion (structure). 

Informations about correlations are extracted when 
experimental absolute cross sections are compared with a 
microscopic theory which beside correlations includes also 
the coupling between relative motion (reaction) and 
intrinsic motion (structure). 
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Kokopelli: links distant 
and diverse communities 
together.
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